Aims: Steadily the clinicians of our team in inflammatory bowel disease encounter ulcerative colitis patients that develop deep ulcers during their treatment. Currently, these practitioners are only equipped with their grade of expertise in inflammatory domains to decide what new therapy maybe use in such cases. Encouraged by the limited knowledge of this frequent pathology, we seek to determine the molecular conditions underlying the recurrent formation of deep ulcerations in certain group of patients. Method: The goal of this strategy is to expose differences between groups of patients based on similarities computed by random walk graph kernels and performing functional inference on those differences. Results: We apply the methodology to a cohort of eleven miRNA microarrays of ulcerative colitis patients. Our results showed how the group of ulcerative colitis patients with presence of deep ulcers is topologically more similar (0.35) than ulcerative colitis patients (0.18) to control. Such topological constraint drove functional inference to complete the information that clinicians need. Conclusions: Our analyses reveal highly interpretable in the guidance of practitioners to eventually correct initial therapies of ulcerative colitis patients that develop deep ulcers. The methodology can provide them with useful molecular hypotheses necessaries prior to make any decision on the newest course of the treatment.
Introduction
Acute severe ulcerative colitis (ASC) is a multifaceted complication affecting How to cite this paper: Morilla, I., Uzzan, M., Cazals-Hatem, D., Zaag, H., Ogier-Denis, E., Wainrib, G. and Tréton, X. . Kernel methods may be used both to compare nodes within the same graph [7] and in inter-graph [8] [9] comparisons. The only constraint is its interpretability since we need to capture the pith of data encapsulated by the construction of a graph while we find ways suitable for the kernel evaluation. In this paper we evaluate in a novel scenario, inflammatory bowel disease, an extension of kernel methods [10] looking for topological similarity and combine functional context with the idea of performing medical inference in ulcerative colitis (UC). The paper maybe dissected in sections, namely: Section 2 portrays the inflammatory medical issue underlying this work; Section 3 gives us a reasonable landscape of the methods: spectral graph analysis, Conjugate Gradient Methods (CGs) to calibrate random walk graph kernel, and functional inference on our topological model; section 4 confirms our approach is valid when it is used in a real cohort of 11 patients having been diagnosed with acute severe ulcerative colitis; we provide our concluding remarks in Section 5.
Motivation: The Deep Ulcer Problem in ASC
Practitioners and scientists based at the "Centre de Recherche sur l'Inflammation" (INSERM, UMRS1149); Université Paris-Diderot Sorbonne have recently, conducted a primary pilot study targeted to determine why some patients having been diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, an idiotypic inflammatory bowel disease, develop a haemorrhagic mucosa with deep ulceration. Indeed, ulcerative colitis is characterised by superficial inflammatory damages in the colonic mucosa.
Currently, there are no pathogenic factors identified to explain the occurrence of deep ulcers in severe form of UC, such as ASC. This newest complication of the Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics disease is an indicator of a poor response to medical therapy. Upon multiple medical assays as well as statistical approaches (i.e., supervised hierarchical clustering, etc.) aiming at establishing predictive signatures to be used as diagnostic and prognostic; such phenomenon, apparently, seems to be "stochastic" within the treatment of ASC patients.
Material and Methods
This section provides the reader with a summary description of the three constituent methods, i.e., spectral graph theory, CGs in the efficiently computation of the graph kernel, and functional inference on topological models needed to understand the results showed in section 4.
Human Samples
All the biopsies analysed in the study were extracted from non-inflamed mucosa of the sigmoid colon. Paraffinised samples of colectomy were selected among three groups of patients: a first group consisting of four patients operated on UC in presence of deep ulcerations (ASC), what is a constituent marker of severity; a second sample made of three healthy subject with normal colonic mucosa and a last sample of four patients with refractory UC, i.e., superficial inflammation without deep ulcers (Figure 1(a) ). The extracted RNA derives from low inflammatory areas of the colon. MicroRNA (small non-coding RNA containing between 22 -25 nucleotides) expression was measured by specific chip of microarray Affymetrix.
Differential miRNA Expression
Differential miRNA expression was performed using limma [11] by fitting a log-normal (LN) generalized linear model (GLM) that accounts for expression (mucosal) as well as group (UC/ASC). 
Multi-Omic Graphs Integration
In this stage a cohort of eleven miRNA microarrays was used with the aim of co-integrating the differential miRNA expression profiles not present in the intersection in pairwise of UC patients (i.e., UC, ASC and Control) and known human Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI, defined as miRNA-gene target product) from Genemania database [12] . Our approach is based on the assumption that genes with similar gene expression levels are translated into proteins that are more likely to interact. Recent works on gene expression and protein interaction data at genome-wide level expose such a conjecture: "Protein pairs encoded by co-expressed genes are much more likely to interact mutually than with any other type of proteins [13] [14] . Specifically, the rationale to transform the miRNA expression of a patient into a network is like this: We may want to represent a node in the graph for every protein encoded by a miRNA target gene provided its expression level was measured on this patient's microarray. We create an edge between two given proteins of this type if these proteins are reported as interacting by Genemania, and genes are up or down-regulated at the same time with respect to a provided measure tag (see previous subsection). Herein, no distinction is made between coding gene and protein.
Spectral Graph Properties
Briefly, we initially explore the geometric and algebraic behaviour of each co-integrated omic graph (UC, ASC and Control) by means of some few key spectral properties, namely: their spectra; i.e., the eigenvalue for a given factor measures the variance in all the variables which is accounted for by that factor. 
The Kronecker product and vec operator meet the following relationship (e.g., [17] , Proposition 7.1.9):
Another standard condition of the Kronecker product exploited in this work is ( [17] , Proposition 7.1.6):
All these ideas are extendable to Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS).
Let  be such a space, hence it is defined by a p.
where  is a set of labels including the singular label ξ .  generates a feature map :
and mapping in  ξ to its zero element. We finally denote by ( ) Y Φ the matrix of a graph G associated to the feature map that enables lifting tensor algebra from  to  [18] . 
General Setup of UC Graphs
In some others context this matrix might be differently defined, e.g., spectral graph theory.
Random Walk Graph Kernel
Henceforth, we note that all the definitions are generalised to the normalised case, whereas the edges are taken on a set with finite number of labels { } 
, where the node set
, and the edge set Kernel definition Formally, the expression for the random walk kernel on graph is as follows:
is the starting (stopping) probability distribution associated to the graph produced by the direct product. Therefore, if the coefficients ( ) l µ assure the convergence of (3), then (3) is a valid p.s.d.
kernel ([18] , Theorem 3).
Conjugate Gradient Methods
We selected the conjugate gradient method for calculating the random walk kernel on our graphs since other methods such as the Sylvester or the spectral decomposition are not applicable for kernels on graphs in general [20] . Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics Remarkably, in cases where the matrix M is sparse the computation speed of matrix-vector products can be increased significantly [21] .
The computation of the graph kernel (3) using CG maybe firstly described as the solution of the following linear system:
for x, then we compute Finally, note that the nearest Kronecker product [22] is not appropriate to approximate W × since the number d of distinct labels in our labeled graph is not large enough.
Weisfeiler-Lehman Graph Kernels Cross-Validation
As validation of our results, we also propose to compare the random walk kernel on graph and the family of Weisfeiler-Lehman kernels. The later consists of proficient kernels to be used on graphs presenting discrete node labels. 
where 0 G G = and 0 l l = , the WL sequence up to height a of G. Definition 4 Let k Γ ⊆ Γ be the set of node labels matching at least once in graphs G or G′ at the end of the k-th iteration of the WL algorithm. We also fix 0 Γ as the set of original node labels of G and G′ while k Γ are pairwise disjoint. Then, we presume every
amounts the count of the letter kl σ in a graph G . The Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree kernel on two graphs G and G′ is as follows:
, , ,
where for G (resp. G′ ) 0  01  0  1  0   , , ,
This algorithm basically seeks matching of vertex identifiers assuming that the corresponding subgraphs match.
Definition 5 Provided a function w weighting the edges exits, we can described the corresponding base kernel E κ by ( ) 
, , , , 
Inference on Random Walk Graph Kernels by Enrichment of Functional Annotations
So far, we described how to compare UC/ASC graphs, enabling the trace of the underlying similarity between them and their corresponding control samples by gene targets expression profiles from data. Now, we are interesting in performing inference on our topological model to characterise the genetic mechanisms of miRNA perturbations of gene graph in detail. In section 4, we discuss how inference schemes can be used on our estimated model to learn about downstream effects of miRNAs perturbations. We note that all of these inference schemes are based on enrichment analysis in functional annotations (calculation of Fisher's test [26] is performed to quantitatively capture the functional enrichment of genes according to their annotation terms) using the gene ontology database (GO) [27] .
Results and discussion

Data Integration and Spectral Behaviour between the UC Graphs
We analyse our sequence of graphs individually by comparing some algebraic characteristics.
As describe in section 3.3, we found that 2390 proteins ( Figure S1 ) from Genemania [12] were reported by the gene expression levels of our miRNA microarrays (Figure 1(b) ). The largest amount of those proteins (1071 for 330 miRNAs differentially expressed (see section 3.2) was identified in the ASC sample, whereas the UC patients sample matched in 804 (in 237 miRNAs differentially expressed); the remaining 515 (in 92 miRNAs differentially expressed)
corresponded to the sample of control. These amounts seem to be consistent with the medical expectation of discovering, at a larger-scale, perturbed expression profiles involved in the pathways leading to deep ulcerations (ASC). Strikingly, the comparison of their spectra showed dissimilar conclusions; while the eigenvectors of ASC and Control patients exhibit similar patterns regarding UC patients (Figure 2(a) ), the eigenvalue distributions of the three group of patients display the same Gaussian mixture models (Figure 2(b) ). However, the algebraic connectivity in ASC and UC resembled each other with associated values of 21 and 18 what means almost twofold greater than the control group with a value of 10. No significant difference was detected among the remaining spectral parameters, i.e., eigencentrality or simple modularity Figure S1 . Although we enhance important algebraic and geometric characteristics of our graphs, it seems that no conclusions might be made regarding their similarities per group.
Topological Similarity between Pairs of UC Graphs by Random Walk Kernel
To measure topological similarity among our three groups of graphs, i.e., UC, ASC and Control with a biological significant, we established a comparison between interacting and co-regulated groups of target genes per sample of patient. To this task a random walk kernel on graph is the appropriate selection, as for this graph a random walk amounts a set of target genes in which continuous genes by the walk side are co-expressed and interact. To efficiently compute the random walk, we made use of the CG methods using the parameter 0.001 λ = with convergence threshold set to 10 −6 . In Figure 3(a) we contrast the scores of similarity measured by graph kernel computation of the conjugate gradient algorithm referred to UC patients modelled as labeled graphs with that of the direct sparse method. Our approach demonstrates how the group of ASC Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics patients is topologically more similar to control patients (0.35 as normalised
) than UC are (0.18). Here, closer to 1 means more similar graphs. We recall that the random walk kernel on graph measures the amount of walks shared by the couple of graphs involved in G × (section 3.7). This topological relationship between ASC patients and their group of control is, although relatively unexpected, entirely plausible from a biological and thus medical point of view. Validation of similarities using the Weisfeiler-Lehman Graph Kernels The reliability of our results is also validated by comparing the performances of the random walk and Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernels. The latter consists of a triplet of robust methods (see methods) in capturing topological and label information on graphs. These algorithms confirmed the same scheme described in our results, i.e., ASC group is closer than UC patients to control group. Whereas a graphical visualisation of these data may be displayed in Figure 3(b) , the specific normalised (by all the possible paths on the graph) values of the pairwise comparison between patients' graphs are shown in the following Table 1 .
Inference on the Topological Model: Malfunction of Lymphoid Structures Induces Deep Ulcers in UC Patients
We can perform inference on our topological model combining the similarity scores and functional enrichment analysis. Since ASC patients are topologically more similar than UC to Control (Figure 3 and Figure 5(a) ), one natural idea is to explore the lack of or alternatively the low expression levels of miRNA-gene targets involved in enriched pathways from both ASC and control data with respect to UC patients. In the view of the enrichment analysis using GO (Table   SI, Table SII and Table SIII Figure 4 . Inference derived from our topological model based on GO analysis of functional enrichment per group of patients. Enrichment in lymphoid nodules development is the only major difference between ASC group of patients. While the miRNA-target genes involved in lymphoid nodules pathways are over-expressed in the group of UC patients, these target genes are poorly under-expressed in ASC. This scenario resembles the molecular behaviour of Control patients (a); UC and ASC biological processes shared in GO database (b); GO biological process in common of the three group of patients after prospective drug-mediated treatment (c). Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics Figure 5 . Description of the medical hypothesis-driven by our graph kernel analysis. Scales of similarity between group of patients, i.e., ASC and Control becoming a topological constraint to be considered (a)-(c). Upon functional inference using GO, we deduce how the lack of production in sIgA/E for ASC patients (highlighted in green) prevent immune system's activation face bacteria's threat (d). This behaviour resembles the group of control maybe by a malfunction of lymphoid structures in the first line of activation in immune response. Edge colours in panels (a)-(c): purple, rose, blue and green amount to co-expression, physical interactions, co-localisation and genetic interactions respectively.
to the Peyer's patches (PPs) in the Ileum. This fact derives from the no detection of such enrichment in the production of immunoglobulins, i.e., sIgA and slgE, in ASC patients as compared to UC patients (Figure 4) . Such a lack of production in sIgA is a consequence of the relative poorly enriched scores associated to the coding genes ID2 and STAT5, which control the intestinal immune network for sIgA production via negative regulation of class IgA/E class switching [28] and"on-off" recombination of immunoglobulin gene in developing pro-B cells Furthermore, it is been already described how sIgA likely contains other propitious outcomes in overall immunity by means of a diminished inflammation in the digestive tract [30] . There is also evidence that sIgA (low/coding genes under-expression) secretion into body cavities in combination with malfunction of immune cells in PPs [31] [32] [33] is involved in allergic diseases (type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative Colitis/Crohn disease, hay fever or asthma). Thus, the formation of deep ulcers in some UC patients may be caused by the low production of sIgA as a consequence of lymphoid structures malfunction.
Conclusion
This paper first presented the urgent medical problem derived from the occurrence of deep ulcers during the therapy of patients with a severe chronic inflammation in the colon mucosa and how the efficiently computation of a Random walk graph kernel captures similarity between groups of these patients, namely: UC, ASC and Control. We adopt the extended linear algebra in an RKHS to overcome some issues of efficiency in kernels computations taking advantage of the shared structure intrinsic to these questions. The groups of patients were modelled as undirected labeled graphs based on the co-integration of target gene expression profiles and interaction. Thus, the nature of our data and the flexibility of conjugate gradient algorithm made of this method the most appropriate to compute geometrical random walks among other options such as spectral decomposition. We made use of models of sparsity, low effective rank, and Kronecker product to reduce the computational cost in the calculations and exploited specific forms of W × . While other methods of direct comparison to measure similarity like spectral properties are not conclusive; this approach reveals as much more interpretable. Indeed, our results demonstrate how the group of ASC patients topologically resembles Control better than UC patients do. In addition, we stress the reliability of our results by means of a robust triple validation. Albeit, an important caveat of our kernel approach concerns the possible values taken by the parameter λ in (3) which entirely relies on the range of W × as weight matrix. We also show how the topological constraint imposed by the ASC and Control groups drives the analysis of enrichment in functional annotations enabling inference on our topological model. As a consequence, we are able to guide clinicians with a likely hypothesis regarding the low production of slgA and slgE in the ASC group to be conducted during patient's treatment.
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Moreover, these results are being further validated by the clinicians and scientists of our team in the "Centre de Recherche sur l'Inflammation" as part of the future work based on this study. Specifically, we plan to performance immunofluorescence experiments, which would experimentally validate our results. we will also extend our analysis to a new cohort of patients applying improved versions of neighbour matching using deep learning models to capture similarities between graph of individual patients. Overall, this work provides practitioners with a useful and biologically meaningful tool to find similarities among patients profiles in a timely manner. Our approach allows them to avoid spending a large amount of time and effort on sweeping lots of experimental results to test eventual therapeutic hypotheses done by hand; therefore, the diagnosis efficiency and accuracy can be enhanced. Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics 
